RAAG ROUND UP

RAAG Invited to engage
The Centre for Accident Research and
Road Safety – Queensland (CARRS-Q),
in conjunction with RACQ, Department
of Transport & Main Roads, Motor
Accident Insurance Commission
and Queensland Police Service have
invited RAAG to participate in the
next Queensland Road Safety Awards
Community Engagement Workshop
held in Brisbane on the 5th of
November, 2014.
This free annual event will be a
collaboration of government, industry
and community organisations.
It aims to educate and inform
community representatives
responsible for or aiming to
commence community road safety
activities through information

presented by invited guests and
community project speakers, and a
participant working session.
This event represents a continuation
of successful Workshops conducted
since 2009, where community
groups obtain useful, relevant and
worthwhile information.
Through this, information presented
could be embedded into future
programs, policies and projects.
RAAG has been asked to address
the workshop with a presentation
titled: “Strategies for Effective
Implementation of Projects” due
to prior experience in successfully
obtaining grants and implementing
various road safety projects.
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Road Safety
Presentations
Available

The Road Trauma Support
Group Mackay is a not for profit
association formed to provide
support for people affected
by road trauma in the Mackay
Region.
The group has already begun
to help people affected by road
trauma. Many people don’t
realize that people affected
by road trauma not only
include road trauma victims
themselves, but also family
members, friends and work
mates, as well the person
who caused a crash; all of
these people need support to
get through the incident they’ve
been involved with or affected
by.
RAAG has recently provided a
donation of $1,900 to assist
with the initial training of
supporters for the group. This
training is in place for November
and will be delivered via LifeLine
in Mackay.
This initial training will be
followed up with more
comprehensive support training
in the New Year, this too made
possible by RAAG’s donation.
From this point the Road

Trauma Support Group hopes
to be able to hold group gettogethers where victims and
others affected by road trauma
can connect with people who
understand what they are going
through, and as a means for
them to provide comfort for
each other.
To continue their expansion the
group is seeking more members
as well as support from the
community and businesses
alike. To get in touch you
can call: 0475 564 810, this
number will be available 24/7
from December 1st and will be
manned by volunteers.

2014 QLD

TOTAL FATALITIES

184

QLD Road Toll Report as of
28 October 2014 as per Department
of Transport and Main Roads Safety
Statistics website.

With the festive season just
around the corner RAAG
are again offering Road
Safety Presentations during
December to remind new and
experienced drivers alike of the
need to travel safely on our
roads.
Some simple holiday driving
tips include:
Don’t leave with sleep debt.
Remember, dehydration adds
to fatigue.
20 minute power naps really
do work.
Stop when tired and refresh.
Plan phone and fatigue breaks.
Manage distractions, don’t let
them manage you.

2014 Australian
Road Safety Awards
The Australian Road Safety
Foundation has invited RAAG
to attend the 2014 Australian
Road Safety Awards, held
at Royal Pines Resort on the
Gold Coast on Thursday 27th
November 2014. RAAG’s
submission 33900: Peak
Downs Highway Decade
of Action program has
reached finalist status in the
Community Programs category.
Both Graeme Ransley and Cr.
Chris Bonanno will attend.
This year our Special Guest
Speaker is Motorcycle Grand
Prix Champion Mick Doohan.
Ryan Scott, 2012 London
Paralympian Gold Medal
Winner, will also be speaking
to delegates about his inspiring
journey.
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- NEWS IN BRIEF Great news! TMR will
construct toilets
in coming months at
McKenzie River Rest Area
Fitzroy Development
Road, Isaac Rest Area,
and Hazeldene Pad
on the Peak Downs
Highway. RAAG has
advocated for these for
some years.

Project Updates

Lights on and live was a joint
education initiative launched by RAAG
and Arrow Energy for the second year
running. It wrapped up in August.
After this, an evaluation survey was
conducted on a cloudless day during
mid-afternoon, from Eton Range to
Nebo. The evaluation showed 50% of
all surveyed traffic using their daytime
headlights, congratulations to those
motorists!

The building plans for the Nebo
Heavy Vehicle Rest Area shade
shelter are now in the hands of
Isaac Regional Council, an issue that
has arisen is land ownership.

Initial stats are showing
significant reduction
in head on crashes
where divided centrelines
have been implemented.
Early stats are showing
up to 50% reduction,
which is a remarkable
improvement for
relatively a low cost
exercise. RAAG supports
further implementation
of divided centrelines
on the Peak Downs
Highway.

3-2-1 Green reflector project
now handed over to TMR for
installation of reflectors throughout
Mackay/Whitsunday and Fitzroy
regions. An acquittal evaluation has
been completed. Education fliers
are being designed to help motorists
understand how to spot and use
these areas. For those unfamiliar
with the project, click the image to
find out more.
In June 2014 QPS advised RAAG
that stock on roads were again
a problem. RAAG has since been
successful in sourcing a community
funding grant to re-run the successful
‘Stock on Roads’ campaign in an effort
to educate the public and reduce the
negative effects that stem from this
issue. This campaign will feature
a dedicated Facebook component
targeted at ‘at risk’ drivers to ensure
this message reaches those who need
it the most.
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FATIGUE
FORUM:

Over the years, I have actively worked
with many organisations (government and
private) to develop many of the successful
strategies which have been implemented.
One such strategy has been the
presentation of Fatigue awareness sessions
to the mining community, the success of
which has been overwhelming. Since they
first commences in 2006, I have presented
some 300 presentations to approx 15000
people.

2nd October 2014
This forum was
conducted jointly
by Department of
Transport and Main
Roads and Department
of Mines and Natural
Resources while also
receiving input from
Workplace Health and
Safety QLD.
It was held as a part
of Coroner Hennessy
Inquest into fatigue
related crashes.
Ongoing research
by many parties in
Australia and overseas
was detailed in the
presentations. This was
followed by a workshop
that gained input and
interaction from all
attending.
It’s clear that
technology will play
a big part in fatigue
management in the
near future; such
things as aftermarket
monitored in car
cameras, new
technology fitted
as standard in new
cars, steering wheel
movement monitoring,
eye monitoring with
various alerts including
visual, audio, seat
rumblers, auto controls
intervention. Many of
the systems discussed
integrate distraction
monitoring and provide
alerts for drivers.
Conclusions will be
emailed out to RAAG
members once received.

Anything else you would like to share
with our readers?

getting to know us ...
We are shedding light on local community
members who form RAAG’s Committee.
This edition, we are introducing committee
member Noel Lang.
Q: How and why did you get involved
with RAAG?
I first became involved in RAAG in 2005,
whilst a member of the Qld Police Service,
at this time I was appointed as Chairman.
As a qualified Forensic Crash Investigator
within the QPS, I took on the role of coordinating and overseeing all fatal and
serious crashes within the Mackay Police
District. I saw RAAG as a means of
developing road safety initiatives which we
could take to the general community with
a view of reducing the incidents of road
trauma.
In 2008 I left the QPS and later established
U-First Financial Solutions where I now work
as a Financial Adviser.
Q: What is your main role within
RAAG?
Since leaving the QPS, I have remained
actively involved with RAAG, I remained as
Chairman until 2011, after which time I then
took on the role of vice chairman (which I
currently perform today).
Q: What current or previous RAAG
campaign have you been more
passionate or involved with?

I firmly believe in the outcomes RAAG has
achieved over the years, as road safety is
everyone’s business and if we all take some
ownership – lives can and will be saved.
Noel has recently reached life member
status within RAAG. This is a massive
achievement and RAAG would like to
extend a HUGE THANKYOU to Noel for all
of his contributions to the organisation over
the years; and still going strong!

RAAG CONTACTS:
RAAG meets on the second
Thursday of each month 10am at the Department of
Transport and Main Roads,
Ness Street, Mackay.

* Please note that venues are subject
to change so please confirm this via
email, if you would like to attend.

www.raag.com.au
Email: admin@raag.com.au
Postal: PO Box 6835,
Mackay Mail Centre, Qld 4741
Chairman:
Chris Bonanno 0408 775 788
Vice Chairman:
Noel Lang 0409 588 454
Road Safety Coordinator,
Secretary:
Graeme Ransley 0428 522 557
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